The Best Nine is a post-season All-Star honor given out in Nippon Professional Baseball. Every year one player per league is voted as the best at each position by baseball writers. However some players who were not elected may have gotten superior results than players who were elected. Thus we try election of another Best Nine based only on official records. We elect players who have high efficiency scores which are derived by methods based on Data Envelopment Analysis. At first candidates were limited to players with more than 220 plate appearances (PA). As a result there were many cases choosing players with low values of PA. Secondly we limited to players with more PA than 350 PA. Since importance of items presenting batting ability depends on the batting order, we showed also a new Best Nine considering the batting order.
Introduction
The Best Nine and prize winners of the Golden Glove Award (the Gold Glove Award in MLB) are elected as the Nippon Professional baseball (NPB) Award every year by reporter votes. For the Best Nine the players who played an active part on the offense and defense both sides were commended at first, but offence results came to be made much of after the diamond glove prize (existing Mitsui Golden Glove Award) establishment of 1972. The reporters do not watch all games, and they may refer to various data including the official records, but there is not an appropriate official record to examine the Golden Glove Award given annually to the NPB players judged to have exhibited superior individual fielding performances at each fielding position. Therefore we distinguish the Best Nine from Golden Glove Award and consider relations between the Best Nine and the information announced officially as batting records (in 2011-2014) in NPB. Players of low batting average such as Blanco 0.248 and Murata 0.252 were chosen in 2012, but all members except the pitcher were chosen among the higher players of the batting average like Central League of 2011 at the Best Nine. The batting average of Blanco was not high in comparison with other first basemen, but he was superior by steals, four balls and home runs. Therefore application of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), which is effective for simultaneous evaluation of many items, is tried for election of the Best Nine (where the Best Eight in Central League and the Best Nine including the designated hitter in the Pacific League are elected except the pitcher).
We discuss about the Best Nine election in consideration of the batting order because the batting order has not been considered in the election of the Best Nine. The reason why the batting order should be considered is that importance of various batting records depends on the batting order. For example, the sacrifice bunt is not so important in the fourth batters, but will be the item which should be made much of in the second batters. In order to reflect relations between batter records and the batting order, we use model DEA-AR (Assurance Region) which has the upper and lower bound constraints in the ratio between items. In addition, we use a super efficiency (with more efficiency scores than 1) model because ordering between players of efficiency score 1 is impossible in the normal DEA model which assumes a biggest efficiency score as 1.
A method to maximize the variance between objects for the setting of the lower and upper bounds on the ratio between weights of items was proposed (See [1] ), but its solution may be local maximum. Thus we use maximization of Between Absolute Deviation to be able to treat as a linear programming problem.
Official record about the defense
The defense data which are available from the Nippon Professional Baseball official site [2] are the number of the games, the number of putouts (PO), the number of the assists (A), the number of errors (E), the number of the double plays (DP), the number of the passed balls (PB), and fielding average (FA). The number of the defense opportunity (DO) is equal to (PO+A+E) and corresponds to the plate appearances in offence data. FA is calculated by (PO+A)/DO. A (PO) is a failure by a batter or runner to reach a base safely and an (A) is a throw leading to a runner being called out.
You may think that fielding average (FA) is usable about all fielding positions, but negative defense players may have high FA and FA ignores the circumstances of the individual batted ball, and is recorded subjectively. In addition, FAs become maximum 1 if there is no error in players considered that the defense field is narrow. Therefore an index, Range Factor (RF), to show the number of outs participated in on one game average, that is, (9 inning conversion) Range factor) = {(PO+A) × 9 ÷ (defensive innings played)} is used in the major leagues, but {modified RF = (PO+A)÷ (participation games)} must be used because the numbers of the defense innings are not announced as official records in Japan. In the major leagues, Defensive Average (DA) and UZR (Ultimate Zone Rating) are also used, but it is impossible to obtain them in NPB statistics.
In 2011 and 2012, we studied the defense of the player with more than of 60 games (a little than half of number of the official games 144 to secure the number of the players per 1 fielding position). Table 1 shows the defense statistics and the higher 20th place (column sum 20) of each position in 2012. As for PO, outfielders occupies almost all and as for A (Assists), infielders except the first base men are high.
The players who got Golden Glove Award should be superior at a point of the defense ability. We checked the relation between a Golden Glove Award prize winner and the defense stats, but we could not find clear relations.
On the contrary, Table 2 shows that batting averages are very important in the official Best Nine, where Table 2 expresses batting average ranking of the Best Nine. Players who did not have high batting average were also chosen except for Central League 2011, and this shows that other batting results are also important.
It is difficult to evaluate defense using only official records in Japan objectively. Therefore we evaluate the Best Nine with batting records only. 
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The unknown quantities are I (i, k, j). Therefore we cannot say that Uemoto is inferior than Tanaka or Tanaka is inferior than Uemoto. Superiority in the number of PA may be a reason why Tanaka with 593 PA was chosen as official Best9 instead of Uemoto with 224 PA.
In DEA best9, there are cases choosing a player with a fewer PA. Therefore we will limit to players with more PA than 350 PA, considering that the smallest PA in official best9 except the catcher is 359. Table 6 and Table 7 show new DEA best9 in 2011-2014. In 2011 and 2012, Table 8 shows comparison of players except the catcher who are different from official best9 of Table 3 and Table 4 in Table 6 and Table 7 . It shows "a tendency to appreciate the players who are superior in one item or a few items" of DEA.
In Central League official best9 of 2011, eight players corresponding to top eight places in the batting average were chosen, but two players in DEA best9 of Table 6 was different from official best9 in in spite of a condition (u2≥ 2 uj ( j ≠ 2)).
It was the interesting selection that in Pacific League DEA best9 of 2011 of Table 7 , Nakamura was selected as a designated hitter and Matsuda was selected as the third baseman. On the other hand, the reason why Nemoto was chosen as a designated hitter of Pacific League DEA best9 of 2012 of Table 7 may be from a lot of sacrifice bunts, but there is no participation as the designated hitter. Table9 shows DEA best9 which is limited to players with the designated hitter results more than ten PA.
In DEA best9 of Pa11, Nakamura did not have designated hitter experience and the designated hitter vote of the official announcement may be limited to a batter with the designated hitter experience in 2011. Having the designated hitter experience may be very important from the point of view of voters, but Nakamura had 202 designated hitter experiences in 2012 and we think that it may be not absurd setting that all players can be candidates of the designated hitter in the viewpoint to choose the strongest top nine. In DEA, output weights (multipliers) uj ( j = 1,…,M ) are decided to become most advantageous to player o targeted for an evaluation. As a result, It may give small weights (Zero weight often appears.) for weak points and big weights for advantages. From these characteristics of DEA, we got some cases where the most important batting average (item 2) was ignored and for example, steals in which there are large differences among players were made much of. Therefore we made much of a batting average and imposed a condition of (u2 ≥ 2 uj (j ≠ 2)). If we consider the batting order, sacrifice bunts are important for the second batter, but they are not important for the fourth batter who is expected large RBI. For the second batter, a few strikeouts may be important. Important items for players depend on the batting order. Thus we will discuss the Best Nine, considering the batting order. Imposing a supremum and an infimum to the ratio of the weight, ua/ub, for the output item pair (a, b), can add differences to the importance among items. The efficiency scores decreases generally by addition of constraints. However, the conclusion with persuasion characteristics may be expected if a supremum and an infimum are set appropriately.
We calculate efficiency scores by each batting order, using the following model E2 based on DEA-AR model with a supremum Uab and an infimum Lab of weight ratio ua/ub (See appendix about derivation of Uab and Lab). )
The Best nine election results
Using an efficiency score S(o,r) at {player o and the r-th batter in the batting order} derived in Sec. 4.1, we will elect the Best Nine considering the batting order by the assignment model F1, where players with more than 350 PA are discussed and A (i, j) is equal to 1 when player i plays more than 60 games at fielding position j.
Candidates of the designated hitter are limited to players with the designated hitter results more than ten PA Table10 shows DEA best9 considering the batting order at Central League. In 2011 Balentien got 54 votes and Hatakeyama got 35 votes at outfielder election of the official best9, and they got batting results superior to outfielders of official best9 other than the batting average. Fujimura was the Central League first place in the number of the steals, but he got only 15votes and we feel incongruity for election of him in DEA best9.
Table11 shows DEA best9 considering the batting order at Pacific League. In 2011, Hasegawa got only 7 votes and it lets us feel some incongruity, but his efficiency scores S(Hasegawa,k) as the outfielder was order next to Uchikawa, Itoi and Kuriyama, and when Uchikawa was elected as DH, he got the third outfielder.
In 2012 Pacific League, there is little difference between Tanaka and the Ginji as the second baseman, but Tanaka might be chosen in official best9 from superiority of the batting average. Table11: DEA best9 considering the batting order (Pa)
In 2013 Pacific League, German got only 6 votes as DH, but since he played at 118 games as the third baseman, voters might not be able to imagine him as DH.
In 2014 Pacific League, Watanabe was elected in spite of 0 vote as the third baseman, because Ginji was elected as the first baseman and Watanabe got higher efficiency scores than Matsuda as the first, second and fourth batters.
Summary
We picked four kinds of following Best Nine (DEA best9) based on official records.
(1) We elected DEA Best Nine from players more than 220 PA where we assumed that all players are candidates of the designated hitter (DH) ( Table 3, Table4) (2) We elected DEA Best Nine from players more than 350 PA where we assumed that all players are candidates of DH (Table6, Table7) (3) We elected DEA Best Nine from players more than 350 PA where we limited DH candidates to players with DH results more than ten PA (Table9) (4) Considering the batting order, we elected DEA Best Nine from players more than 350 PA where we limited DH candidates to players with DH results more than ten PA (Table10, Table11).
A purpose of this study is to show another Best Nine different from official Best Nine decided subjectively by reporter votes. It is not to criticize official Best Nine, but to study whether we can elect the Best Nine only by objective data or not.
Another purpose is to show a new Best Nine, considering the batting order. This may be useful for organization of a team "all Japan". Players who showed superior official results than ones who were elected as the Best Nine might be disappointed, but if another Best Nine will be published, they will be encouraged.
In the future if NPB publish such defense data as Defensive Average (DA) and UZR (Ultimate Zone Rating) in the major leagues, we may be possible to elect another Best Nine, taking account into fielding performances. Table A1 shows item numbers corresponding to the order of importance (in the case of the first batter). Inversely Table A2 shows the order of importance corresponding to item numbers (in the case of the first batter). For example, the most (1st) important item number at student 1 in Table A1 is 8 and item 8 at student 1 is the first place (1) in Table A2 . The seventh place shows that the item was not selected. Since student 1 did not select item 1, item 1 at student 1 was the seventh place (7).
We suppose that the k-th place in importance is given a score tk (an unknown variable), where t7=1. Let N be the number of students (students) and M be the number of items. Let fij be a value attached to an answer given for item j by student i. Log transformation of values presented in ratio scale is familiar with discussion relating to average or variance. Thus if student i answer the k-th place for item j, let fij =loge tk. . We derive tk that maximizes the Between Absolute Deviation, DB, under a constant, DB + DW = C2. Here, C2 is a value of (DB + DW) calculated when tk = (10-k). The linear programming formulation is as follows.
[The model for derivation of tk, F2] Table A3 shows values of tk derived by model F2. Table A4 shows an average of item j, µ j j. The more µ j is the more important. At the first batter the biggest µ j is 2.10 at item 2. This means that for the first batter the most important item is 2. Table A5 shows tk = exp (fhj) corresponding to an answer, k, of student h for item j. In Table A2 student 1 gave the second rank for item 2. This means that t2 = exp (f12) = 7.78 and in Table A4 a value for student 1 and item 2 is 7.78.
At each batting order let t (i,a) be a value of tk corresponding to student i and item a and let rab (i) = {t St  1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  1  8  2  4  5 
